
start making the change towards 
shared e-driving



Stimulate the change towards a sustainable society

Evolve to an emission free living environment

Bond Beter Leefmilieu
Federation for a Better Environment



We need to shift towards multimodal travel behaviour



Mobility hubs: connecting bricks & bits



Multimodal travellers
- use cars on a more rational level 
- travel 40% less by car
- cause less traffic jams

Time efficient & convenient
- MaaS: easy to switch to other ways of transport
- dedicated parking space for station based shared transport
- multi possibilities: parcel lockers, services, cosy bar,...

Space efficient
- 1 shared car replaces 3 to 6 private owned cars
- transform streets into playgrounds, green zones,... 

20 ambassadeursShared driving is a
game changer 



Healthier environment, higher quality of life 
silent streets & fresh air, even in the cities

Cheaper in use and more sustainable
low maintenance, lower energy consumption, own solar energy

In the near future: integration into the wider power system
- help manage energy demand: temporary storage renewable energy
- charge when demand is low, sell energy to the network when demand is high
- power your home Vehicle-to-grid technology 

20 ambassadeursElectric driving is a 
life changer 



fossil fuel > electric 
changing old habits into 

a new way of driving

Testrijders
Ambassadors of shared e-driving

car ownership > usership
stepping stone to 

carsharing

Living lab for two major shifts: 



Challenge:
- climate neutral by 2040

- lower the impact of private owned 

fossil fuel cars

Province of Flemish 
Brabant 



They share their car and their experiences during 
a one year testing period

- Ecological: they drive full electric on clean 
power

- Social: they’re the talk of the town, making 
people curious about e-driving

- Behavioural: they make people think about 
an alternative for private owned cars

- Financial: they recover part of the leasing 
cost by renting their car

Testrijders e-ambassadors 

start making the change 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1XeIgAE48hF79bzHzcvQbRzP-SFjBUMAB/preview


Financial support:

Unique partnerships



Keys to succes

   innovators, 2,5% early adopters, 13,5% early majority, 34%

Give clear information

Spread positive experiences 

Build a community

Make it easy, lower barriers

Lead by example, policy

Repeat tryouts

Give a little extra

Keys to succes 
peer-to-peer approach



Carsharing 
Gen X (40-60y) - Lost Generation: hooked on own car, ‘freedom’, convenient

>< Gen Y (20-40y) - Millenials: more willing, walking distance, reduce commuting

>< Gen Z (15-20y) - iGeneration: environment, no status symbol, very cost-minded

Prejudice and uncertainties about e-driving
range, price, green?, e-supply, loading infrastructure, but only growing pains

Barriers



Sustainable policy 

- stimulate electrification
- lower barriers: discourage ownership, stimulate usership

Enlarge e-drivers community

- build awareness & trust
- work together towards a more user-centered approach
- convince early majority to start making the change

FutFuture steps



Let’s talk!


